
Flying Circus Skydivers
Skydiving Ground-to-Air Signals (using target panels)

The following signals are used to indicate airspace & field readiness for the skydiver(s) and indicate the skydiver(s) presence to other pilots.
Note: Changes to the signal take a few seconds.  Make sure the signal is complete before acting.

What is
looks like

What it is Hot Target Wind Indication Hold Land

What the
ground crew
is telling the

jumpers

Airspace and field are ready
for jumpers.  

Normally used prior to jump and
when jumpers are setting up to land. 

Pilots not involved with the jump
should stay clear of the show space

and target areas.

Prior to exit: Hold
Airspace and/or field are not

ready for the jumpers. 
Continue to circle or climb.
This is used to tell the jumpers that

normal operations are preceding
(though it is NOT their turn) and to

indicate wind direction to assist jump-
run decisions.

After Opening: Wind
Line

 Wind line indication is again given
after the first canopy opens.  For

multiple jumpers; it is held until the
first jumper is preparing to land.  For
flag jumpers, it is held until either the

US flag is deployed OR until the
national anthem is started.

Airspace and/or field is not
ready for the jumpers. 

Continue to circle or climb.
Normal operations may not allow the

target to be displayed during prior acts. 
If however the ground crew feels tat

there may be confusion over the show
order or for any other reason the field or

airspace is not ready, this may be
displayed at the intended landing area or

within the 50’ safety zone.

Jump Canceled.
For reasons to be discussed later, the

ground operations have deemed that the
jump must be canceled.  If possible,
land here.  Otherwise land at nearest

available airport.

Jump Pilots / Skydivers: Do NOT jump at this time.

What other
pilots should

know
Skydive in progress

Jumpers are the next act and are
waiting their cue OR Canopies are

open.

Jumpers are circling and waiting their
slot in the show.  Note: if it is outside

of the normal show, this indicates that
a jumper is preparing to make a

practice jump.

If no other recall is issued, the jump
scrubbed, and the next act should

proceed with caution as soon as the
jump aircraft are clear (or landed). 

Look also for a general recall.
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